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The translation of the paper «To the composition of “Truth and Method”» by Jean Grondin (1994) is dedicated
to history and context of emergence of H.-G. Gadamer’s «Truth and Method». Grondin calls his approach
a «pure philological» and pays attention to the text’s structure and sequence of the chapters. This view is
opposite to «philosophical» approach, which focuses on theory. However, both of them are very important for
understanding of the book. «Truth and Method» is a key work of Gagamer and due to his systematic thought
and the universal concept of hermeneutics is still influential. According to the H.-G. Gadamer’s intention, the
whole history of philosophy contains methods of interpretation, which need to be synthesized. Hermeneutics is
entitled to claim a fundamental role for the whole human knowledge and to be ground of Humanities. This idea
is reflected in «Truth and Method» and was formed as a result of numerous controversies with modern
philosophers. So, H.-G. Gadamer rethinks the methodological discussions of the 20th century, criticizes the
Kantian theory of aesthetical judgments, reconstructs the Augustinian tradition of «inner word» and the whole
Christian reception of this idea and provides the reactualization of the Platonic tradition. J. Grondin examines
the philological features of the concept of universal hermeneutics and its formation with specific attention put
to the terminology and system categories of the work.
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